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Abstract

Let , k be infinite cardinals, k L+, ,. We say that the sentence k has the
,-unsuperstability property if there are (q%(K,y): n < 0 } quantifier free first
order formulas in L, a model M of k, and there exist {n" /o, , ) __c IMI
such that for all r ,, and for every v > ,,

v < r/ M

THEOREM. Let L+,,, a Ramsey cardinal. If / has the X-unsupersta-
bility property then for every cardinal X, X > ILl o I(x, ) 2x.

We shall prove a more general theorem; the proof uses a new partition
theorem for trees.
We present an application of the theorem to the theory of modules by

deriving the following:

COROLLARY. Assume there exists a Ramsey cardinal. Let R be an integral
domain. IfDTR (the class of torsion divisible R-modules) has a structure theorem
(i.e., there are few cardinal invariants such that every module can be char-
acterized by the invariants) then R must be Notherian. For example, if every
module from DTR is a direct sum of countable generated modules then R is
Notherian
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A NON STRUCTURE THEOREM 365

I. Introduction

This paper is in the tradition of classification theory for non-elementary
classes. Namely given a non-elementary class of models K (i.e., there is no first
order theory T such that K Mod(T)) we try to classify them (in the sense of
[13]). This is not the proper place to explain in details the plan/targets/
aims/the philosophy of Classification Theory for non-elementary classes; we
just want to say here that its aim is to find structure/non structure theorems.
To a reader who is not familiar with classification theory for elementary classes
we recommend [14].

In [16] Shelah proved (Theorem 1.6) that any reasonable non-elementary
class is a PC class of L+, for some x. In the sequel we shall work with PC
classes; everything proved here is true for PC classes but in order to clarify our
explanations sometimes we prefer to deal with narrower classes, like a class of
models of some L+,,o.

In [10] Shelah proved a non-structure theorem for infinitary sentences which
has the infinitary order property. Namely he proved the following result.

THEOREM 1.1. Let , x be cardinals, and let L+,o. There ex&ts a
cardinal

satisfying: if there are tp(l" ) Lx+,, M W , and a set

{Fti’i</*(X, x)}
_

IMI

such that (Vi, j < lx*(), )) [i < j ,, M q0[i; j]] then

In [6], [7] this work is continued. The observant reader may have noticed
that Theorem 1.1 is the natural generalization of the corresponding theorem
for elementary classes (which says that an unstable first order theory has many
non isomorphic models). In [12] Shelah proved another non-structure theorem
for first order theories. In Theorem VIII2.1 he proved that if T is an
unsuperstable first order theory then T has 2x non isomorphic models of
cardinality X, for every X > TI

It seems natural to ask: Does there exist a theorem generalizing Theorem
VIII 2.1 of [12] to infinitary logics in the same sense as Theorem 1.1 above
generalizes the theorem on unstable first order theories? Namely, we want to
find a property for non-elementary classes which will behave as unsuperstabil-
ity for elementary classes.

This property (unsuperstability for non-elementary classes) is interesting
because similarly to the first order case we can derive from it a non structure
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3 RAMI GROSSBERG AND SAHARON SHELAH

theorem (this is what we show in this paper). Another use of the non structure
theorem which will be proved below is the following phenomena (to be studied
in detail in [9]). Suppose K is a PC (to be defined below) such that K has the
amalgamation property; if there exists X > r such that I(X, r)< 2x than
there exists an appropriate substitute to rank which enables us to define stable
amalgamation. This should help to derive some structure theorems (like
categoricity) for PC clases with the amalgamation property.
The main aim of this paper is to answer the above question affirmatively.

Namely we define a notion,of unsuperstability suitable for infinitary theories,
and prove that infinitary theories which have the unsuperstability property has
many non isomorphic models. Also an application to algebra is presented (in
spite of the application to algebra to be presented here. It should be clear that
the goal of this paper is not the specific application. This is not the reason for
introducing the unsuperstability property. The motivation is to advance toward
finding dichotomy properties for a classification theory for non elementary
classes in general).

DEFINITION 1.2. Let r, be infinite cardinals, and let k L/, .
(1) k has the X-unsuperstability property if there are (tpn(K,)" n < to}

quantifier free first order formulas in L, a model M, M , and

such that for every /" h and every

v < n * M I::: qo()[, fi,].

(2) Let g be an infinite cardinal. We say has the (X, L,+,.)-unsupersta-
bility property if there are { q(K, )" n < to } c_ L,+,., a model M, and a set

{" r/’ , } as in (1).
(3) Let X be a cardinal, and K a class of models. We say that IE(x, K) >_ g

iff there exists {M K: < g } such that < tt = IIMill , and there is no
.-embedding from M into M. IE(x, K)=g iff IE(x, K)>_ tt and it is
not true that IE(x, K) >_g+. When L/,., IE(x,) >_ g means
IE(x, K) > g when K Mod(), and the K-embeddings are elementary
when .’ (the preserving formulas from Aa) is some fixed fragment of L.+, of
cardinality . Note that always contains the formulas { p(K, )" n < 0 }.

(4) Let K be a class of models all in a similarity type L, h a cardinal.
Then K has the X-unsuperstability property if there exist { q.(,; ): n < to }_
L quantifier free first order, a model M K, and
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A NON STRUCTURE THEOREM 367

such that for all / , and for all v > ,,
Similarly to part (2) we can define the (, L,+,,o)-unsuperstability property
for K.

LMMA 1.3. Let 2, x, # be cardinals p L,+,,o. If / has the ,-unsupersta-
bility property then p has the (, L+, o)-unsuperstability property.

Proof Trivial from the definitions.

Remark. Suppose K is an elementary class.
(1) ,-unsuperstability implies #-unsuperstability for every # > 0-(see

Lemma VII 3.5 (1) in [12]).
(2) Suppose T is first order complete theory such that K Mod(T). Then

for stable T, K is ,-unsuperstable ** T is not superstable (see Theorem II
3.14 and Lemma VII 3.5(5) in [12]).

(3) The last two remarks explain our choice of name for the property, and
how it generalizes the first order notion of unsuperstability.

(4) The necessity for adding a cardinal as a parameter to the property is
because in non-elementary classes the compactness theorem fails (this is the
theorem used to show that for elementary classes ,-unsuperstability is equiv-
alent to #-unsuperstability for any (and some) # (i.e., Remark (1) above)).

Clearly according to Definition 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 the next theorem implies
the theorem stated in the abstract.

MAIN THEOREM 1.4. Let , ) be infinite cardinals, and let L,,+,,,,. /f
is a Ramsey cardinal such that ) > + , and has the (), L,+, o,)-unsuper-
stability property then for every X > , I(X, tp) 2 x. Moreover for X > ,

[xregularVxo=x >2sV0# V] IE(x,q)=2x,

when we restrict the embeddings to embeddings which preserve the formulas
{ q%(K, ): n < to } (the formulas which exemplify the unsuperstability property).

Remark. In the theorem the use of a Ramsey cardinal is not necessary, and
a weaker assumption is sufficient. Later (in Definition 2.4 and Theorem 2.5) we
shall define the exact notion of largness we will use. The property is much
weaker than having a Ramsey cardinal, for example if there exists a measur-
able cardinal in V then the same ordinal which is measurable in V is large
enough for our purposes in L (the constructible universe). Since the weaker
assumption has a relatively complicated definition we postpone it (see also the
remarks at the end of this section).
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368 RAMI GROSSBERG AND SAHARON SHELAH

DEFINITION 1.5. Let K be a class of models all of them in the same
similarity type L. K is called a PC class if there exists a similarity type
L _D L and a first order theory T in L1, a set of first order types I’ such that
K PC(T1, F, L), when

PC(Tx, F, L) ( MiL" M T and (Vp F) [M omits the type p]}.

If rxl L:I FI < we say that K is a PC class.

Remark. Some authors use a related notation. A class is PC (in their
notation) if it is PCso with an empty set of types I" (in ours).

C.C. Chang [1] proved the following:

FACT 1.6. If L,/, then Mod() is a PC class.

Hence clearly, if in Theorem 1.4 we replace the assumption tk L,/, by K
a PC class, and replace every instance of Mod(q) by K then we have a
stronger statement. Namely instead proving Theorem 1.4 we shall prove"

THEOREM 1.4". Let r, I be infinite cardinals, and let K be a PC, class. If X
is a Ramsey cardinal such that X > r + and K has the ( X, L/, )-unsupersta-
bility property then for every X > , I(X, x) 2x; if in addition X satisfies [X
regular v Xso X > 2 v 0# V] then we have IE(x, x) 2 x, by restrict-
ing ourselves to embeddings which preserve the formulas ( q)n(K, ): n < to } from
the unsuperstability property.

Remark. You may think that we have a misprint in the statement of
Theorem 1.4" and that the correct version should be "For every X > x +/"
(in order to cover the case/ > x). But fortunately it is sufficient to require
X > (this is done using the methods of [6] to obtain { tp,(,, ): n < to ) L+,,
which exemplify the (h, L,/,,o)-unsuperstability property).

Now let us explain the proof of Theorem 1.4". The main known method to
get many pairwise not embeddable models is to use Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski
models over trees of elements of height to + 1 which are indiscernible with
respect to the structure of the tree as in Theorem VIII 2.1 in [Sh3]. The
combinatorial content of that proof is contained in [11]. In order to apply the
machinery of [11], clearly it is enough to find a model M K, and an
increasing sequence (k(n) < to" n < to), and a tree T _c ) such that for all
n < to, and for every 1 (nh c T we have

and there is {fin: T}
___

IMI such that for all /, n T, and every
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A NON STRUCTURE THEOREM 369

/< v * M w %(o)[, v],

and {" ,/ T } is indiscernible with respect to the structure of the tree
More formally:

DEFINITION 1.7. Let n be a natural number and let x be a cardinal, M a
model from a PC class K, T

___
X a subtree of the full tree (a subset closed

under initial segments), and let (n: r/ T)
__

IMI. We say that {n: r/ T)
is n.indiscernible with respect to the structure of the tree T (usually when the
identity of the tree is clear we just say n-indiscernible) iff:

(i) For every o, r/ T if atpr)(rl, , T)= atpr)(v, , T) then l(n)
z(o).

(ii) For every ((0),..., ,/(n- 1)), and every (v(0),..., v(n-
1)) from T if atPL(r)(l, J, T) atpL(r)(, , T) then

tPL(M) (lv(O), lo(#_ ), Z, M) tPL(M) (In(O), Fln(_ ), Z, M).

L(T) is the language of trees; has 0 + 1 unary predicates (for each level), a
binary predicate < (for being an initial segment), a binary predicate < (for
lexicographic order), and a binary function symbol h (h(rl, o) is the largest
common subsequence of r/and o).

Remark. Sometimes sequences satisfying the requirements of 1.7 will be
called simply tree-indiscernibles.

To prove Theorem 1.4" we will construct a model M K which has a
subset {n: r/ T } which is n-indiscernible for every n < 0. And we use [11]
to produce a family of many trees which will serve as skeletons to Ehrenfeucht
Mostowski models, such that the reducts of the models are not embeddable
one to the other (note that we can assume without loss of generality that the
language of Tx contains Skolem functions, and T contains Skolem axioms).

Let’s review the structure of the paper. In the next section we shall construct
a model which has an indiscernible subtree as explained in the last paragraph.
In the proof we try to imitate Morley number (i.e., Hanf number) computation
as done in [10] or in [6]. The major step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (or in any
Morley number computation) there is a use of a partition theorem, the ErdiSs
Rado theorem. Since here we want to get elements which are tree indiscernibles
rather than indiscernibles as linearly ordered sets we need another partition
theorem, one which takes into account a structure of a tree of height 0 + 1
(this is where the large cardinal property of h is used). So in the next section
we prove Theorem 1.4" modulo a partition theorem on trees. In Section 3 the
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370 RAMI GROSSBERG AND SAHARON SHELAH

partition theorem is proved (we consider Section 3 the heart of this paper, or at
least the hardest part of it). In Section 4 we present an application of our non
structure theory to solve a problem in algebra (asked by Fuchs and Salce [4]).
The original question was: For a uniserial domain R (see Definition 4.1) does
a specific class of modules DTR over R have a structure theorem? This class
(and some related class) is not an elementary class, but it is a class of models of
some sentence k L IRI +,,,,. A negative answer will be presented. By showing
that if R is an integral domain and has an infinite ascending chain of ideals
(not Noetherian) then the class of modules in question has the unsuperstability
property.

Let us conclude this section with remarks about some extensions of the main
theorem, and discuss some related questions (not used in the forthcoming
sections).

Remark. Using the notation of Theorem 1.4 it is natural to define ,(/, r)
Min{ : for every k L/, if k has the (, L/, ,)-unsuperstability prop-

erty then [X > tg
0 regular] 1E(X, ) 2x }.

It is interesting to check the lower and upper bounds on (, x)"
(1) It is easy to show that h(/, x) > *(/, x) (for/t*(, x) see [6] and [7]).
(2) The statement of Theorem 1.4 can be formulated using the above

notation. If X is a Ramsey cardinal such that >/ + x then X(/, r) < .
Since there are no Ramsey cardinals in L it is natural to ask" Is is consistent
that L "(/, x) is a cardinal"? We can answer this question affirmatively by
assuming Con(ZFC + :IX[X measurable]). So let V " in measurable",
hence L "h is regular and h has enough reflection properties" (see Defini-
tion 2.3 and the assumption of Theorem 2.5). Hence L ",(/, x) < ,".

(3) By (1) clearly ’(S0, S0) > ,1" So the next natural question to ask is:
Is it consistent that h(S0,S0)= t, Assuming Con(ZFC + there are $1
supercompacts) by successive collapses of the supercompacts it is possible to
obtain a model for h(S 0, S0) 3,1" So the answer to the last question is yes,
it is consistent that (So, tg0) 3 holds.

(4) We extracted the definition of X(/, r) from the statement of Theorem
1.4 and similarly we can define (x) based on the theorem in the abstract. You
may ask what is the relation between ,() and ,(/, x). Clearly X(x) < (/, ).
But when/ < x then (x) ,(/, ).

(5) Since the aim of this paper is to present a model theoretic property and
to present its model theoretic conclusions, we do not try to minimalize the set
theoretic assumptions (or to weaken them). Also there are other applications to
algebra which we don’t present (proving a uniform way to obtain some results
which otherwise are based on tricks, e.g., for separable reduced groups and
Boolean powers).

(6) Since the way to prove Theorem 2.5 (which implies many models) is by
finding an Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski model for a specific first order theory
clearly any model of set theory which contains the definition of the class K
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A NON STRUCTURE THEOREM 371

will contain many models for K. For example if K (the class of models) is

PCso definable in L and there is a Ramsey cardinal in V then also there are
many models in L (use the proof of Theorem 2.5 to construct an E.M. model as
required and use the Levy-Schonfield absoluteness theorem to find such an
E.M. model in L). By similar absoluteness argument you can start with a model
of set theory which has a cardinal large enough to prove Theorem 2.5, collapse
the large cardinal by a complete enough forcing notion. The genetic extension
you obtain will satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 without having in it any
large cardinals.

Notations. Let ,, x, #, X stand for infinite cardinal numbers,
a, fl, "t, , ’, , i, j ordinals, m, n, l, k natural numbers. Trees will always be
subsets of , (the set of finite and to sequences of ordinals less than )
which are closed under taking initial segments (see the last sentence in
Definition 1.7). A subtree of a tree is a subset which is closed under initial
segments. When # is an uncountable regular let D, be the filter generated by
the closed unbounded subsets of g; for S

___
g, S, 0 mod D, stands for "S is

stationary subset of g", S, Tmod D, means there is a club (closed un-
bounded) C

_
g such that C S C T. When T

___ - , is a tree and

’>h T then define

v v <

When T c_ h is a tree and *1
> f3 T then Succr(r/) denotes the set of

immediate successors of in T, namely

Succr(rl ) (v T: rl < v, l(v)-= l(l) + 1}.
We have SXo (/ < X: cf(i) R0). Let T __C_’zX and a < X; then Tla
{,/,o >_ a" ,/ T }. When M is a model CD(M) stands for its complete
diagram. Our notation is quite standard, and we use the same terminology as
[12]. The end of a proof is denoted by [3.

This paper is part of the first author’s Ph.D. thesis under the supervision of
the second author, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
We would like to thank Rudiger GiSbel, Udi Hrushovski, and Alan Mekler

(independently) for finding a mistake in an early version of this paper. We are
grateful to Alan Mekler for reading our paper carefully, and suggesting many
corrections.

2. Proof of the main theorem

In order to avoid some technical complications and to clarify the proof,
instead of proving Theorem 1.4" directly, we shall first prove a weaker theorem
(but still a stronger theorem than the one stated in the abstract). After
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372 RAMI GROSSBERG AND SAHARON SHELAH

completing the proof we shall explain how to modify it to a proof of Theorem
1.4". We hope that this will simplify the understanding of the proof.

In order to clarify the role of the Ramsey cardinal in the statement of the
theorem, we define the precise large cardinal properties we need. But first we
define a certain largeness property of subtrees of > which will be part of the
induction hypothesis in the theorem, and used as well in the definition of the
large cardinal properties.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let , g be cardinals, g a regular cardinal, _< h, and
T c> a tree.

(1) The tree T is called b_ig with respect to/ if there exists an increasing
continuous chain of subtrees T (T: </) where ITI </ for all </, and
T U(T,.: </) such that S(T) 0 mod D where we define

S() (8 < g" :l(’o, " X Iq Tn" n < )[k < n = r/, < ’On]
A(Va < 8)(n" n < ) : T,)

(2) When T is a sequence as above, we say the sequence exemplifies the
bigness of T with respect to g.

Claim 2.2. (1) Let g, h and T be as in Definition 2.1. If T*, and T
exemplify the bigness of T with respect g then S(T) =- S(T*)mod D,.

(2) Suppose that T has the following special form" There exists a sta-
tionary set S

___
S0. For every S let r/s cg be a fixed increasing

sequence converging to i3 such that

r {n,. a <

Then S S(T)mod D,.

Proof. (1) Easy.
(2) Using (1) and Definition 2.1(2) it is enough to define a club C

which will do the work. Choose regular X large_enough such that H()
and (H(x), ) reflects the facts that S and S(T) are stationary sets and their
definition (X (2’) + is big enough). Let 1I (H(x), , Q) where Q is a
unary predicate whose interpretation is the set of ordinals less than g. Choose
an increasing continuous elementary chain (N" < g) of elementary submod-
els of tI, such that IINII < #, and N (Nj.: j < i). Let C (iS < g"
Q u, iS }; it is easy to verify that C exemplifies what we want.

Here comes the definition of the largeness of a cardinal which will appear in
the statement of the main theorem on the next definition. The reader may find
the following advice useful" Immediately after reading Definitions 2.3 and 2.4
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A NON STRUCTURE THEOREM 373

read the statements of Theorem 2.6, Lemma 2.7, and Conclusion D (below).
The property to be defined below is the property which is mentioned in the
statement of Theorem 2.5.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let , # be cardinals and let a be an ordinal. We say that
# is suitable for a iff # is a regular cardinal such that # > r (r from Theorem
1.4) and for every T as in Definition 2.1(1) where T exemplifies the bigness of
T with respect to #, we have the following:

Case 1. a 1. VX < # :t#* < #_regular such that #* > X, and there exists
an increasing continuous sequence T* (T* c_ T: < #*) of subtrees of the
tree T* =0el 1,3{T/*" < #*} such that < #* implies IT*I </*, and S(*)

0 mod D,,.

Case 2. a > 1. Let T be a tree which is big with respect to/ exemplified
by T (T/: < #). Then (X/X < #)(X/fl < a) q#* < # where #* > X ands* is
suitable for/3 such that there exists an increasing continuous sequence T*
(T/* c_ T: < #*) of subtrees of the tree T* 0el (3( T/*" < #*) c_ T such
that < #* implies IT*I < #*, S(T*) 0mod D,,, and S(T*) S(T) N #*.

Remark. Note that when # is weakly compact then it is suitable for 1. If #
is weakly compact so that below it there is a coherent sequence of weakly
compact cardinals (each of them reflects the same stationary set) then # is
suitable for 2. So dearly if # is a Ramsey cardinal then it is suitable for every
a<#.

The following definition introduces a notion of bigness which is used to
formulate the induction hypothesis in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (we could of
course avoid introduction of this concept, but then the proof will look messy).

DEFINITION 2.4. (1) Let T _’ h be a tree, n a natural number, fl an
ordinal, <k(m)" m < n) a sequence of numbers, #" _k-1)>_
(3 T ) uncountable regular cardinals all less than ,. We say that T is big with
respect to (n, fl, k, ) iff

(a) m < m E = k(ml) < k(m2),
(b) r/(1), r/(2) -1)>X (3 T #n1) #/(2) (denote this cardinal by

#(T, , k, n), or sometimes simply #(T))
(c) /-)+1X (3 T = T[/] is big with respect to #, and #, is suitable

for fl and #. > :(I-I{ #: v < r/A l(v) 1(/)}).
(d) r/,-t)>_ X T if =Ira < n such that 1(,1) k(m) then ISuccr(n)l

>#n
(2) Let X, n, T, k, , /3 be as above. T is called normal iff(Vm<

[m < n m r/ (k(m)>) _k(m-t)> X) O T] = ISuccr(w)l --/ 1, and
-k(m)h =* [Succr(l)l
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Recall [12, Definition VII 5.1] that 8(x) is the not well ordering ordinal,
namely 8(x) is the first ordinal such that if a PC class has a model of order
type 8(x) then it has a not well ordered model. Now the statement of the
theorem we want to prove can be presented:

THEOREM 2.5. Let K be a PC class, ? a suitable cardinal for order (). If
K has the X-unsuperstability property then for every X > , I(X, K)= 2x.
Moreover, for X > satisfying IX regular V X0 X > 2 V 0# V] we
have IE(X K) 2 x.

As mentioned earlier in the proof there is a use of a partition theorem which
replaces the Erd6s Rado theorem; this seems to be a proper place to intro-
duce it.

THEOREM 2.6. Let n < to, 2 a suitable cardinal for /, k k(m)" m < n)
an increasing sequence of natural numbers.

(1) For every I < to, < ,, X < , such that X > there exists i(X, ) <
satisfying the following. Let T be a normal tree and =_ ln: *1
’) T, m < n) such that T is big with respect to (n, l,k, ). If F:
[T] 2" then there are T’

_
T and ’ such that T’ is normal and big with

k,-)n T’)" for m<n-1,respect to (n, 7,k, ’) when g’ (#’:*1__ )*1 k(m) n T’ i’ X, for k(, , T’, In is suitable for 7. Further-
more we have the following the requirements from T’.

(a) For all T* c_ T’ such that

T* n k(n-1)> . T’ ("1 k(n-1):> X,

k(n-1) t’ T* implies IT*[] ,o X[ 1, and T* n (k(n-1)> UtO ) is
homogeneous with respect to F (i.e., for any tuples il, from

if atp.r)(I, f, T) atpL<r)(, f, T) then F(I) F()).
(b) For every, rl k<,- 1) n T’,

we have F(v, ) F(v2, rq).
(2) Moreover/.t(X, x) < :t.k(,_x)_x(X) +.

As we said in the introduction we defer the proof of Theorem 2.6 to the next
section. But to prove Theorem 2.5 we need another combinatorial temma
whose proof will appear in the next section.
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A NON STRUCTURE THEOREM 375

CONTINUATION OF LEMMA 2.7. Let n, T, fl, k, g be such that T c_’ , and
for all 5 So fix an increasing sequence rl, converging to 5" suppose that
T_ {,/,." 6SXo} U (v" (=lSSXo)[V<r/,]) and_ is big with respect to

_(n, fl, , k). For_ every 3/< fl there exists a sequence k’ of length n + I such that
k’l(n 1) kl(n 1), and there exists a subtree T’ of T such that T’ is big
with respect to (n + 1, ,/, ’,k’), and #(T) #(T’).

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let be a suitable cardinal for/J(x) + 1, let M be a
model such that M K and M contains (n: 1 , } which exemplifies the
X-unsuperstability property. Without loss of generality we may assume that T
(the first order theorem which exemplifies the fact that K is a PC class) has
Skolem functions and also the relations of L(T). Our strategy to prove the
theorem will be the use of three facts due to Shelah which appear implicitly in
[12] in the proof of Theorem VIII 2.1.

FACT A. Let K be a PC class. If there are M K and (" *1 }_c_
MI tree-indiscernible then for every cardinal there are N K, and (b,:

rl
>_
I ) c_ NI tree indiscernible such that N is the reduct to L of the Skolem

hull of (b,: ’r/" } (in L(T1)).

FACT B. In order to prove that IE(x, K)= 2x for some uncountable
cardinal X it is enough to find trees I c_" > X, < 2x, such that for :k j,
E.MI(Ii)IL is not embeddable into E.MI(Ij)IL, where E.MI(Ii) is the Skolem
hull of (Fn" *1 l } in the language of T1.

FACT C. Assume the hypothesis of Fact A. For every X > r there exists a
family of trees {Ii__."X: i< 2x} such that if i:/:j then E.MI(Ii)IL :
E.MI(Ij)IL, and moreover if X is regular or X X > 2 or 0# q V then
there exist trees I c_"X, < 2x, such that for :/: j, E.MI(Ii)IL is not
embeddable into E.MI(Ij)IL.

From the last three facts easily we can derive the following result.

CONCLUSION D. If M_ K, T __.’ x, (n" ’ x } __. IMl, k (k(m)
< o: m < o) such that k is increasing, T is a subtree of x such that

(Vm < t)(V rl k(m))l SUCCT( ’0)1 > I

and I{ v r c T: v > 1 }l > r and {" rl T } is a tree of indiscernibles
then for X > r we have I(X, K)= 2x and if in addition X satisfy

[X regular VX"0 X > 2 v 0# e V]

we have IE(x, K) 2 x.
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So to complete the proof of our theorem it is enough to find N, T
___

-> x, k,
and (bn: r/ T) as in Conclusion D. Let (q%(K, .): n < to ), and A
r/ T } __G IMI exemplifying the X-unsuperstability of K.

Choose a regular X big enough such that H(X) D_ P(P(IM] u tb td A L; )).
Define a model 11" (H(x), >, M, L, Tt, T, F, P, Q, , A,
%, de) L, p r, where is the usual membership relation, < a well
ordering of the set H(X), M a predicate for the universe IMI and relations
and functions for each symbol in the similarity type of M, T the first order
theory Tx, T a predicate for the tree T and relations and the function of L(T),
F the set of types needed in the definition of K as a PC,, class, P a unary
predicate for the set of ordinals less than h, Q a unary relation for the ordinal
iS(x) + 1, the satisfaction relation (of L(Tx)), and A stand for predicates
to the corresponding set, c and dp are constants standing for each formula
(of L(M))and type of F respectively.
Note that since X is regular and large enough, 1I* reflects everything we

know on its predicates. Namely it reflects facts like "M PC(Tx, F, L),
PC(Tx, F, L) has the h-unsuperstability property, P is a suitable cardinal for
Q(= iS(x)), and P(= ,) satisfies Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.7". The reflection
of those properties and similar ones will be used below freely without an
explicit reference.

Let T* Th(lI*),

F*= (xL^x,%’qL} (yFAy*dp

tA {(3 [Ml)(’’qo d)M p()" p r}.

"pF}

Let K* EC(T*, F*). Clearly, 1I* K* (note the following important
property of K*" 11" K* = Mu* K). Since o.tp(Qu*, u*) > 3(r) and
IT*I" IF*I < x, K* is a PC, class. Hence by the definition of iS(r) there
exist a model 1I K*, such that there are a Qtt, n < to, such that Vn < to,
H "a < an_ A a0 is the last element in Q ".
Our aim is to define a model K* such that N Me will be the model

we are seeking (i.e., satisfies the hypothesis of Conclusion D). We will define
as a Skolem hull of a countable set of elements. (Remember that the model 1I*
has a predicate < which well orders the universe. Hence L(T*) has built in
Skolem functions and the theory T* contains Skolem functions. So any model
for T* has Skolem functions and it is meaningful to talk about Skolem hull of
sets of elements.
Without loss of generality we may assume that n < to an+ + to <

Define fin an + to (for 0 < n < to) and flo ao.
By induction on n < defines four sequences (i_nside 1,t), cardinals (

n < }, trees (T,: n < t }, an increasing sequence k (k(n): n < o), trees
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of cardinals {n (. Tn ). n < 0 ) such that for all n < o:
(1) )t o )t, )kn+ < )in, )in is suitable for fin.
(2) If TO Tu, Tn+ is a subtree of T which is big with respect to

(n + 1, n, (k(m)" m < n + 1}, n)

and (: / Tn} is n-indiscernible (inside Mu in the language of T1) with
respect to the structure of the tree Tn, and for every ,/ k(n-1)A T’,

then tp(,, A) tp(2, A) where A {nl,"" ,n,-x }"
(3) >_
Now we will derive the theorem from the above sequences. Let ATP be the

set of atomic types in {Pk, <, <t, h, Po: k < n } (a sublanguage of L(T),
the language of trees-see Definition 1.7) where P, (/: l(r/) a) for a < n
or a 0. We will identify ATP with a subset of ATPn+ in the natural way.
For every p ATP let qp be the first order type in the language of M (over
the empty set) realized by goo),’",go(n) for any o(1),..., v(n) realizing the
type p. By the n-indiscernibility of (g: r/ Tn) the type q, is uniquely
defined by p (the correspondence p q is a function). Since Tn+

_
Tn note

that if p ATPn, p* ATPn+ such that p*

_
p then qp, qe" Let AT

U{ A TPn: n < 0). For any chain (we consider (AT, c_ ) as a partially
ordered set) there is a corresponding chain q of first order types in the
language of M. By the finite character of consistency, clearly 0% is a
consistent first order type (with infinitely many variables); we will denote this
type by q also. By the compactness theorem there exists a model 3" N T*
which realizes the set of types { q: is a chain in AT }. For every n < 0 and

v(1),...,v(n) Tn let v(1),...,v(n)(. ]m*l be sequences which realize

qatp(v(1) v(n), , r.). It is easy to verify that

B (kf),...,kfn)" v(1),..., v(n) Tn, n < oo}

is tree indiscernible as required. But we have not yet finished the proof because
there is no reason why Me* omits I’. So we have to replace 3" by another
model which will be the final model. It will be defined as the Skolem hull of
a certain set of elements, using the model *. Let 3 =df E.M(B). It is
standard to verify that 3 is as required by showing that the model omits F*.
(Suppose that it does not. Then there is a term (,..., ) and boo,..., bo
IMI such that ,(oo,...,__on) realizes a type from F* which is a

contradiction.) We can replace boo,...,o by o,..., from IMUl
which realize a type from I’* contradicting the choice of 1I as an element of
g*.
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The only thing left to do is to construct the 4 sequences with the above
properties. Here, Theorem 2.6 comes to our help. For n 0 there is nothing to
do. When n : 0, there is a natural coloring of increasing (remember there is a
wall ordering by < of the universe of 1I*) n-tuples from {n: r/ T } by
2 colours (for each tuple take the first order type [over the empty set in the
language L1] it satisfies in M). By Theorem 2.6 there exists a subtree T’ of Tn
and a tree of cardinals ’ such that T’ is big with respect to

fin+l, k(m): m < n), ’)

and is homogeneous with respect to the above colouring. Define /(T’)=
an/,(x) /" By Lemma 2.7 there are k, / < to such that k/ > k, and T/ a
subtree of T’ such that Tn is big with respect to

(n + 1, K+, (k(m)" m < n + 1), +)
"+x for ofwhere ,,+1[,,)2 ,l,n)X. We have to define the cardinals/zn ,/

length k(n + 1), and at this point we use the assumption that we can reflect
our stationary sets so that the bigness of the tree is preserved (see Definition
2.4(1) part (c)). Clearly T,+ satisfies requirements (1), (2), and (2). t3

3. Proof of the partition theorem

Before beginning the proof of Theorem 2.5 let us quote a result due to
Shelah (Theorem 2.6 in the appendix of [12]), which is used in the proof of
Theorem 2.6.

THEOREM 3.1. For eoery n, m < to there exists k k(n, m) < to such that
wheneoer h ,(X)+ the following is true: For all f: [n ,],,, -o X there exists
T c" >- h such that

(i) T is a tree, and if *l
> h N T then Succr(n)l x;

(ii) if , v are m-tuples from T such that

atPLtT)(, T) atpLtT)(, , T)

then f() f().

For the convenience of the reader and another reason (explained below), we
shall reprove this theorem in the appendix of this paper. We present a different
proof from the original, using the Erdos Rado theorem directly instead the
polarized partition theorem used in the original proof. This gives an improve-
ment of the bound on k(n, m) (the original proof gives the bound 2 + n for
k(n, n); the proof to be presented here shows that k(n, m) < n m 1).
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Proof of Theorem 2.6. Assume that T ___,o2 h is a tree which is big with
respect to (n, ,,K, ) where (g: k-h T) and that we are given
an ordinal fl < ,, an integer < , and a colouring F: IT] --, 2.
LEMMA (end homogeneity).

cardinals such that
Let (X , < 0 ) be a sequence of regular

Then given any X and a, for every family of sets (A
_

)t: < O, A
0 modx }, and every family of colorings { F" [U( A" < 0 )]m

_
x li < a}

there are

{B___A" B0modx,, <0) and {a" <0}

such that for every [U { B: < ]m, b B, and every < a we have
F,.(, b) F(, a).

Proof For every B
_
A let S(A, B) __def (tp(a, B)" a A} in the follow-

ing expansion of the language of set theory" (X, , F: i< et}. Clearly
IS(A, B)I < XI1. Define a by induction on < 0 such that

(#) if B
_
A stationary then there are stationarily many elements of A

realizing the type tp(ai., U( B" ’ < }).

Given ( B
___
A: " < } as above clearly there exists a* A such that the

type tp(a*, U (B: " < }) is realized by stationarily many dements of A.
(Why? Since IS(Ai, U (B: " < })1 < h,, by the regularity of h, there exists
an element a* which is suitable for u (B: ’ < }, but since there are only
1-l(2X’: ’ </j } possible choices for ( B: " < }.)
Now choose the sets { B: ’ < 0 } by induction so that they will realize a

large type. rq

Stage 1. Prove the following claim: For every

and

1 k(n-1)X n T’, 1)1, 1)2 n x,

"Ol’’’’’ "tli-1 -" rt n x r’[n]),

we have F(vx, )= F(1)2, ). The claim follows from the last lemma by
considering F(x) as the coloring F(x; ) when fi are the entries from bounded
part of the tree of the length of .
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Stage 2. Use Theorem 3.1 combined with end-homogeneity of the to

sequences (from stage 1).

ASSUMPTION. For all 8 SXo fix r/ X such that r/ is increasing and
converges to . Let T

Proof of Lemma 2. 7. Clearly it is enough to prove the next two claims.

CLAIM A. For every *1
g(n-1)h N T there are a natural number k(l) >

k(n 1) and a set T’ c_ (v g(n);k fq T[/]" r/< v} such that IT’I =/ and

(Vv T’)[ r/< o T Iv] is big with respect to In].

CLAIM B. There exists a normal subtree T* of (-) T such that for all
rl, *12 T* if l(r/)=/(*/2) k(n 1) then k(r/)= k(r/2), and

(V*I T*)(Vm < n)[l(r/) k(m) ISuccr(n)l t.].
First we prove Claim A, and later Claim B.

Proof of Claim A. Let 1 "-)h (3 T be given. Define T T[rl], S
S(T), T T[r/], and/ =/n. Assume (for the same of contradiction) that for
all k < to,

k> k(n- 1) [{vkhc3 T; 1 <v T vl is big with respect to

Namely Vk > k_l, ]X, ___k )t C3 T, IXl < t such that Vo (k)t C3 T-
X) there exists C(u) __c/ closed unbounded such that [/< v C(v) c3 S

]; and for o such that *1 o defined C(o) =/x. Let X be regular such that

and such that the model (H(x), ) reflects everything. Let P =/, Q X,

M=(H(x), ,(Xk" k<to),T,P,Q,S,C).

Choose N* <M, IIN*II =/, such that TN* TM, pV* =pM, sN* =SM,
CN* cM; let H: QS* pg* be an order preserving function. Finally let
N= <N*, H>.

Let (N < N: < } be an increasin continuous chain of models such that
(i) g U(Ni: i</},
(ii) IINII <
(iii) INI N/,
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(iv)
Let

any atomic type in L(T) over > QN, N TN’ is realized in N+ 1.

C1= (i < W pV i}, C2 { < IX" TN’ subtree of T ),
C3= {i C" (Vj < /) [Sup pNj+" < i] },

C C2 r3 C 3.

CLAIM A.1. There exists S* c_ C (3 S stationary such that for all 8 S*
and every n < to, T rlal n is big with respect to x.

Proof For the sake of contradiction assume there exists C’
___
C such that

for all 8 C’ r S there exists n(8) < to such that T[laln(8)] is not big with
respect to IX. Hence there exists S#

___
C’r3 S stationary, and there exists

n(*) < to such that 8 S# n(8)= n(*).
Let (gt: S# - IX]I < n(*)}, gt(8) ___def rl,[l]. Since rl converges to 8, gl is

a regressive function for all < n(*). Hence by Fodor’s theorem there are
(St___S#" l<n(*)), and {at: !<n(*)}, such that for all !<n(*), St is
stationary; for k < l, Sk D_ St; for all 8 St we have rl[/] at. Hence

Namely, there exists v "*X c T where o (ao,...,an(.)_l) such that
S(T[v])

_
Snt.)_ 1, a contradiction. E]

CLAIM A.2. There are C, 8 C 0 S*
but Sup p U,+ <

n < to, such that rla]n TN,

Proof Easy (see the proof of Theorem VIII 2.2(1) of [12]). E3

Back to the proof of Claim A. For all n < to there exists i(n) < IX such that
rlsln TN,.. We have Nit,) -< N,

N "T[ 7,] is big with respect to IX ",

by Claim 1A, so

Nt.) W "T[ rlnln is big with respect to P ".

Since (Xk: k < to) N/t,) and N/t,) ZF, we have N/to)
Nt,, IX,,I < IX so there exists Jn pN,.) such that

(#)

nln X."; but
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Since (Ni: </ } is increasing, for every t > i(n) we have

N (Vr/ X,)[(n 1) < Jn].

By Claim A.2, li, 8, n such that

N/l= r,ln X,, and r/,[n] > Sup P v,+x.

By requirements (iv), and (iii) in the choice of { N" i</ } there exists
i) t n+l t (3 TNi/x where v has the form v /ln(a), and v[n + 1] a with
a P ,/1 Jn + such that

atp(rll(n + 1), ’> (QN,+I) (3 TN,+I, T) atp(v, > (QN,+x) (3 TN,+x, T)

and T[v] is big with respect to/. Hence Ni+ "T[v] is big with respect to
P ". So by the definition of Xn+ 1, we have v X+ 1. Hence by (#), v[ n] < Jn+l
contradicting the choice of a as satisfying a pNi+x Jn+l" 1

So we are left with Claim B; namely, there is a subtree with the same
(which is big with respect to the same quadrupole)and for all x, */2 k(-),
(3 T we have knl kn2.
A stronger statement than Claim B will be proved. Its proof is based on the

idea of the first induction step of in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (here we refer to
the proof of Theorem 2.6 in the appendix to [12] as the original proof).
Now comes the lemma which implies Claim B.

LEMMA 3.2. Let T c_’ h be as in Claim B. For every < to and every f:
>_ X (3 T --. to there exists a subtree T * of (3 Tsuch thatfor all rll, rl 2 T*,

/f 1(/1) 1(*/2) k(m) for some m then f(rll) f(/2), andfor all rl T*, if
l(r) k(m) < for some m then ISuccr.(rl)l #(T*).

Now we use Lemma 3.2 to prove Claim B.

Proof of Claim B.
of f(rl) as follows:

Let kn_ and for r/ k(n-1)> X T define the value

if 1(/) k(n 1)
otherwise (i.e., if l(n) < k (n 1))

By Lemma 3.2 there exists T*

___
k(n-1)> (3 T which has many splittings at

points of height k(m) and for every *11, 12 k(-l)X (3 T we have k(/x)
k().
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ProofofLemma 3.2. Define families of trees ((Tl _c (I) (12 (] T: .1 < v}’
.1 J A (3 T)" j < l ) and functions { nj:

t> ) ( T --. to lJ < ) such that for all

(1)n If v A T and for some m, l(v)= k(m), then ISuccr,(v)l
(T)
(2) If < and v i X : T (for i> X :3 T) then f(v) n[]. Ex-

istence of trees and functions as above completes the proof. We will show why
it completes the proof and later will construct families with the required
properties.
We have to define a tree T* and do so by defining a sequence of trees

{ T,.* __. A 63 T: < l } by induction on < l, and at the end take T* Tt*.
The sequence of trees { T*: < l }has to satisfy:

(a) <j <
(b) For i< l if vi>, Ti* and for some m, "l(v)= k(m) then

ISuccr.(v)l =/x(T)
(c) For < 1, if .11, ’12 i t T/* and 1(.11) 1(.12) k(m) for some m

then
Clearly Tt* has the required property. Why does a set of + 1 trees

satisfying (a)-(c) exist? We can define one by induction on < I.

Casel. i=0. Let T0*= (()).

Case 2. > 0. Assume (Tj*" j < i} is defined; we shall define T*. If there
exists m such that k(m)= i- 1 for every .1 T/*-1 choose S(.1), hi(V1)=
n(v2); this is possible since/(T) is uncountable regular. Now let

T* (’-x>X T*) t3 (v T*" (H/ T*_x)[vli SUCCT,()] }.

By properties (1) and (2), clearly T* is as required.
Now we have to construct sequences of trees and functions so that (1) and

(2) will hold. By induction on j < n and for .1 n-j A t T define

and numbers

to,..., n t_j ( *1 ) < to

such that (1)n holds and (2)n hold for satisfying 1-j < _< I.
For j 0 let T (.1). Consider ( Tn: .1

t-j+ ) and let .1
t-j , for

any fl such that .1 (fl) Succr(*1) is a well defined j-tuple
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of natural numbers. Then there exists S(r/)_c Succr(,/), and numbers
,// ,/_.+ such that IS(r/) (T), and for everyfl such that r/ (fl) S(r/),

H/(’I’]"()) hi,..., nl_j+l(’l^(fl)) nl_j+ and n,_s(r/) f(r/).

Now define

Clearly we are done. []

4. An application to the theory of modules

In a manuscript of their book [4], Fuchs and Salce asked a question about
the existence of a structure theorem for a certain class of modules over a fixed
uniserial domain. We shall answer this question using our main theorem from
Section 2 (Theorem 2.5). But at first we need a few definitions.

DEFINITION 4.1. (1) A ring R is called a uniserial domain iff it is an
integral domain (i.e., is commutative, has a multiplicative identity, and no zero
divisors), and the set ( I c_ R: I an ideal in R } is linearly ordered by inclusion.

(2) DivR is the class of all divisible left modules over R. Namely, DivR is
the class of all left R-modules such that

M DivR , (Vrn M)(Vr R {0})(:ln M)[r.n rn].

(3) Tor is the class of all torsion left R-modules. Namely, TorR is the
class of all R-modules such that

M TorR -- (Vm M)(3r R)[r 4= 0 A r.m Ol.
(4) Let Kn Divn f3 Torn.
The following is known (see [4]).

FACT 4.2. Let R be a uniserial domain. There exists a fixed number of
cardinal invariants such that every torsion free (i.e., (lrn M)(Vr R)[r 4= 0- r. m 4= 0]) module from DivR can be characterized by a cardinal invariant.

In light of the above fact it is natural to ask the following:

Question 4.3 (see [4]).
cardinal invariants?

Can every member of KR be characterized by few
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We will answer this question negatively by proving a general theorem about
classes of modules over integral domains which are not Notherian (has an
infinite increasing chain of ideals). So we are not restricting ourselves to
uniserial rings.

THEOREM 4.4. Let R be an integral domain and let KR be the class of torsion
divisible modules over R. If R is not Notherian then KR has the X-unsuperstabil-
ity property.

COROLLARY 4.5. Assume there exists a Ramsey cardinal . Let R be an
integral domain such that RI < ,. IfR is not Notherian then for every X > RI,
I(X, KR) 2 x. Moreover, for X > RI satisfying

[X regular V X s0 X > 2s V 0# V]

we have IE(x, K/) 2 x.

Proof of Corollary 4.5.
Theorem 2.5. D

The corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.4 and

We also claim that the Corollary answers Question 4.3. Why? Suppose for
example that every member of KR can be characterized by H0 cardinal
invariants. So given a cardinal 2, R , let’s count the number of isomorphism
types of modules of power X. Since every module can be characterized by 0

cardinals all < R , certainly their number can not exceed al 0. So in order to
refute the assumption that there are few cardinal invariants (namely a structure
theorem) which determine the isomorphism types, it is enough to pick a
cardinal R such that R, > lal 0 and show that I(H , K) > tg . Instead,
dealing with the above example of a structure theorem which is given by R0
cardinals we can show that in general if a class has a structure theorem (every
element in the class is determined by a family of families of families of families
of... of cardinals) then the number of isomorphism types of structures of
cardinality is bounded by a bounded amount (i.e., does not depend on a)
of iterations of the power set operation to the cardinal al. So by choosing a
proper cardinal R,, such that R is greater than a bounded iteration of the
power set operation to the cardinal lal. The statement I(, K) 2s- (for
arbitrary large a) certainly refutes the assumption that a structure theorem
exists. For more on this point see [14].
Why did we include this result in this paper, and not in a paper about first

order theories? In other words, why is KR a non-elementary class? Certainly
Div is an elementary class (see below) but the point is that Tor is not. But
since KR is our main concern here let’s show the following.

LEMMA 4.6. The class K is not an elementary class.
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Proof. Suppose M Ks. Find an elementary extension of M which has a
non torsion element. Use the compactness theorem to show that CD(M) is
consistent with the set of sentences (a. c 0: a R {0}) where a is a
unary function symbol standing for multiplication by the element a, and c is a
new constant (to be interpreted as an element of the module). Let
R (0}. Since R is an integral domain, I-I{ ak: 1 < k < n } , 0. Since M is

divisible, if b M {0) then M

So Ks is a non-elementary class, but why it is a PC class? There are many
arguments to show this. Let L be a similarity type which contains the usual
language of modules (function symbols for +,.; and a constant for 0), and
R[ unary function symbols for every element of R. It is easy to define a
/ LIRI +,,o such that Ks Mod(+). The divisibility can be expressed in a
first order logic by a set of sentences of cardinality [R[: for each element
r R add the sentence (Vm)(:l n)[ r. n m]. To force the elements of Mod(tk)
to be torsion add the L lsl +,,o sentence

(Vm)V(r.m=0" rRAr4:0).

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Since R is not Noetherian let {In: n < to } be a
strictly increasing sequence of ideals of R. For every n < 0 pick r I, / I.
For every cardinal define a module M which is freely generated by the
elements { xn" ,/,o , } subject to the following relations:

(i) ro" X, 0;
(ii) for every 1 ’ and every m < to,

r (x,I- x,ii0- x,lll x,ll2 x,ilm ) O.

CLAIM 4.7. (1) M TorR.

(2) If 1" h and rl*[n] then

M rn+ ( xn. xn.lo xn.ln x,l(>) 4: 0.

Proof of Claim 4. 7. (1) Trivial; follows immediately from the definition of

M (part (i)).
(2) We show this by showing a stronger statement, namely that there exists

another R-module and a homomorphism g from M into the second module
carrying the product in question to a non zero element. The other module to be
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considered is R/In+ which is an R-module in a natural way. The definition of
the homomorphism is by cases: Let v ,o ,. Then g(xo) is 0 if l*l(n + 1) is
not equal to v (where is a finite sequence) or when is an infinite sequence
but r/*[(n + 1) not an initial segment of r/, g(xo) is 1 + In+ whenever
r/*[(n + 1) * or when is an infinite sequence then r/*[(n + 1) < v. To
show that g is a homomorphism it is enough to show that g preserves the
relations (i), (ii) from the definition of M.

Clearly (i) is preserved since r0 11 __C_ In+l and clearly R/In+ ro a 0
for any element of R/In+ (hence in particular g(xo)). For a relation of type
(ii), we distinguish between two possibilities according to the specific relation
with which we are dealing. We are given a sequence , and a natural number
m" if m < n then since the sequence of ideals is increasing any product which
has r as a factor is zero. So we are left with the possibility m > n. Now check
with the definition of the mapping g. Let /,o , be the sequence which is
mentioned by the relation. There are two possibilities: *[(n + 1) is an initial
segment of /or is not an initial segment. [3

Since the last claim provides us with a divisible R-module with the ,-unsuper-
stability property (let tpn(xn, ) =clef rn. (Xn YoI0 Yoln) 0 for
r/ ,o , and u ). In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4 it is
enough to prove the following:

CLAIM 4.8. There exists a module M KR such that M
_
M.

Proof. Let’s show that TorR has the following two properties:
(a) TorR is closed under direct limits (obvious).
(b) Let N Tor, x N, and a R. There exists N’ Tor such that

N’ D N and

N’ = (:ly)[a .y x].

(Let N* N yR, I the ideal of N* generated by a.y- x. Now clearly
N’ dee N */I is as required.)

It is obvious that by iterating (a) and (b) the claim follows.

5. Combinatorial appendix

Here we prove the combinatorial theorem we need, namely we reprove
Theorem 2.6 of the appendix of [12], the one which stated in 3 as Theorem
3.1. In fact we prove a better theorem (we also hope that the reader will find
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388 RAMI GROSSBERG AND SAHARON SHELAH

the proof presented here easier than the original):
(i) We improve the bound to k(n, n) < n 9-. (versus k(n, n) < 2 + n + 1

in the original).
(ii) Instead of one colouring we deal simultaneously with many colourings.
We will prove the following theorem which dearly implies Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 5.1. (1) For every c, n, m < o and every cardinal X there exists
k k(n,m) < o such that if , >_ tk(X) + then for any Ci: [nX]kxX
(i < c) where m Max( bi: < c ) there exists T

_
>- such that

(i) T is a tree and 1 , q T [Succr(r/)[ X and
(ii) for any 1, v [T] < , atp(r)(l, , T) atp(r)(, , T) Ci()

Ci (1) for every < c.
(2) Moreover K(n, m) < n. m 1.

Instead of proving Theorem 5.1 directly we prefer to prove a more general
theorem (which is more natural and elegant from the combinatorial point of
view) which clearly implies Theorem 5.1 (the only change is that X+ from part
(ii) is replaced by a variable). Theorem 5.1 follows from the theorem to be
presented below by an application of the following instance of the Erdos Rado
theorem" :. (X) + (X +)x..
THEOREM 5.2. Assume , (/X+)xk.n. For every set offunctions

{Ci:[nh] (’) xli <- c <

where k > Max(k(/)" < c) there exists T c.>-X such that:
(i) T is a tree and rl

> N T [Succr(,/)[ .
(ii) For every < c if 1, [T] < such that

atp(r)(l, , T) atpi(r)(, f, T)

then 1() k(i) Ci(l) Ci().

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We code the structure of the coloring of the full tree
by defining a k n-place function F from X to X. But we need some notation.
For & (a0,..., ak.n_l) a sequence of ordinals less than ,, and a sequence ,/
of natural numbers all less than k. n define

F() {(i, rl, Ci(h(t, rl)))" < c, rl [k. n](i)}.

So F is an k. n-place function from X and its range is a set of cardinality
< X + 0. By the assumption (/+)x., there exists A __C_ , of cardinality
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/
+ which is homogeneous with respect to F. Without loss of generality we may

assume that A (j: j < /).
We will define a set T __."(/+) and prove that T has the required

properties: Let

From the definition of T it follows that part (i) of Theorem 5.2 holds (i.e., T is
a tree, and each level < n has splittings). Also it follow that if r/, v T such
that */1l oil and r[/] < o[/] then for all < j < Min(l(v),/(r)}, v[j] > ,/[j].
Part (ii) of the theorem (homogeneity of T with respect to the coloring) follows
from the homogeneity of + (= A) with respect to the coloring F. Let, [T]*. Assume atpr)(I, , T) atpr)(, , T) Which means that

* (v,,[j]" 1< k(i), j < l(v,)) and

have the same order type, hence F(*) F(fi*). Since the first coordinates of
F(*), and F(*) coincide, we have Ci() Ci(l).
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